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By Anne Ross

The History Press Ltd, United Kingdom, 2001. Paperback. Condition: New. Richard Feachem
(illustrator). Language: English . Brand New Book. Wales is a Celtic country and the Celts have
always treasured oral learning and recitation. Indeed they have a passion for committing facts to
memory rather than relying on the written word. So it is no surprise, as we can see from Anne Ross
s study, that Welsh folklore and story-telling is so rich and varied. In addition to examining the part
played by the medieval church in this oral tradition, individual chapters cover legends associated
with place-names; calendar customs; giants and monsters; omens and second sight; witches, ghosts
and faries; supernatural birds and animals; folk healing and herbal remedies. The landscape is
studded with the remains of ancient monuments, which are seen as the creation of gods and
heroes. Every lake had its legend, whether it be inhabited by a grim, monstrous afanc, or by a
beautiful, enchanted maiden, or maybe harbours a drowned settlement where the bell still tolls to
warm of approaching storms. Giants stalk the land, while faries can be dangerous, hostile and
demanding propitiation. Omens of potential marriage partners were avidly sought by girls, while
ghostly...
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The very best pdf i possibly study. It generally will not expense excessive. You wont really feel monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for
concerning should you ask me).
-- Pr of . O wen Spor er-- Pr of . O wen Spor er

Undoubtedly, this is the greatest operate by any article writer. It is actually writter in straightforward words instead of confusing. Your life period is going to
be change as soon as you complete looking over this book.
-- K a r ina  Eber t-- K a r ina  Eber t
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